REALISTIC LEVELS OF A FERTILIZER IMPAIR IBERIAN NEWT EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT
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ABSTRACT: A wide variety of agricultural chemicals with potential to affect amphibian health are released into the environment daily. Most of these chemicals are xenobiotic compounds that are highly toxic to embryos, tadpoles, and terrestrial stages. Other substances that occur in pristine environments at harmless concentrations, such as inorganic nitrogenous compounds, may reach potentially toxic levels as a consequence of certain human activities, including the application of fertilizers. Most of the studies that analyze the effects of inorganic nitrogen on amphibian embryos are conducted with anurans, whereas little information exists regarding urodeles. Embryos of newts and salamanders usually exhibit longer times to hatch than frogs and toads. A longer hatching time results in a longer exposure of embryos to diffuse environmental pollution and therefore a higher risk of suffering toxic effects during the embryonic stage. We demonstrate that ammonium nitrate, a widely used nitrogenous fertilizer, at concentrations used in areas of high agricultural intensity, affects embryonic development of the Iberian newt (Lissotriton boscai). Although ammonium nitrate did not have significant lethal effects, it reduced the growth rate of exposed embryos, which were 9.6% smaller than controls. Hatchin
g synchrony remained similar across treatments, and hatching date was not affected by ammonium nitrate, indicating that the effect on growth was not time-dependent. Researchers have demonstrated fitness costs in smaller than average tadpoles, suggesting that ammonium nitrate exposure could have long-term negative consequences for the Iberian newt.
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Environmental pollution is listed among the primary causes of global amphibian decline (e.g., Beebee and Griffiths, 2005). Most amphibian ecotoxicological studies are focused on the analysis of the effects of xenobiotic compounds, artificial substances whose presence in the environment is a consequence of human activities. Xenobiotic compounds have received special attention because their toxicity is usually high and their mechanisms of action are sometimes unknown or poorly understood (e.g., Mann et al., 2009). However, some chemicals that occur naturally in pristine environments at harmless levels also may cause serious damage to organisms when their concentrations become excessively high. One of the most typical cases of potential toxicity by excess is that of inorganic nitrogen (Driscoll, 2003; Galloway et al., 2002).

The input of chemical fertilizers constitutes the main anthropogenic source of nitrogen to the environment (Vitousek et al., 1997), and this use of fertilizers has increased disproportionately over the past five decades in response to demands for food and fiber crops (Holland et al., 2005). Much of the nitrogen applied as fertilizer is not used by plants at the point of application and can flow laterally over impermeable soil layers, or via groundwater basins, into freshwater lakes or rivers (Crews and Peoples, 2004). In aquatic ecosystems,
excess inorganic nitrogen can cause declines in species richness and changes in community composition via increased productivity, acidification, or direct toxicity on certain organisms (Camargo and Alonso, 2006).

Excess nitrogen in water bodies can seriously harm amphibian aquatic stages (e.g., Ortiz et al., 2004). Embryos and tadpoles may be more sensitive to water pollution than other aquatic vertebrates due to their permeable skin (Beebe, 1996). In addition, the gelatinous envelope that protects eggs from mechanical damage is permeable to many chemical substances (Dunson et al., 1992). Moreover, fields are often fertilized in spring, at the same time that amphibians from temperate regions are breeding and then laying their eggs. Environmentally realistic ammonium (NH₄⁺) or nitrate (NO₃⁻) concentrations in water bodies influenced by agricultural activities are likely to damage amphibian eggs and larvae (Marco and Ortiz-Santaliestra, 2009, and references therein).

For example, Ballester (2003) reported environmental concentrations of nitrate (expressed as nitrogen from nitrate) up to 36.6 mg N–NO₃⁻/L in water bodies in which amphibians breed in southeastern Spain. These concentrations have been demonstrated to cause anorexia on Pelophylax perezi tadpoles inhabiting those polluted environments (Egea-Serrano et al., 2009).

An excess of inorganic nitrogen could affect amphibian embryos in several ways. For example, cations such as ammonium inhibit the hatching enzyme responsible for degradation of the egg membrane, which allows the elongation of the inner space of the egg over time (Yoshizaki, 1978). Hence, inhibition of the enzyme limits the space available for the embryo to grow. As a consequence, the embryo can suffer spinal curvatures that lead to anatomical malformations and ultimately to death (Freda and Dunson, 1985). The assimilation of nitrate or ammonium ions forces organisms to activate detoxification mechanisms to eliminate the excess nitrogen from the body. Although no published information exists on nitrogen detoxification mechanisms in amphibian embryos, tadpoles use a variety of pathways that require high inputs of energy (Wright and Wright, 1996). Such an energetically costly mechanism likely affects growth and could therefore lead to smaller hatchlings, potentially compromising survival during the larval stage (Semlitsch and Gibbons, 1990). In addition, nitrate that is ingested (which could apply to hatchlings or older individuals but not embryos) may be reduced to nitrite (NO₂⁻) in the large intestine where it then enters the bloodstream (Kross et al., 1992). In the blood, nitrite reacts with hemoglobin and oxidizes ferrous iron to ferric iron, thus producing methemoglobin. Methemoglobin cannot bind or transport oxygen and thus causes tissue hypoxia and death (Huey and Beitinger, 1980).

We hypothesize that ammonium and nitrate found in areas of high fertilizer use might reduce the survival and delay growth and development of urodele embryos. Although there is a growing body of literature reporting the negative effects of inorganic nitrogen on amphibian embryos (e.g., Diamond et al., 1993; Jofre and Karasov, 1999; Jofre et al., 2000; Massal et al., 2007; Puglis and Boone, 2007; Schuytema and Nebeker, 1999a), the information regarding urodeles is still very scarce. The published papers indicate a high tolerance of salamander embryos to inorganic nitrogen in terms of mortality. Laposata and Dunson (1998) observed that mortality rate of *Ambystoma maculatum* and *A. jeffersonianum* exposed to nitrate concentrations from 0 to 9.03 mg N–NO₃⁻/L did not vary significantly. Meredith and Whiteman (2008) did not find significant mortality of *A. mexicanum* embryos at 500 mg N–NO₃⁻/L. Griffis-Kyle and Ritchie (2007) exposed *A. tigrinum* embryos to average concentrations of 18 mg N/L (combining ammonium, nitrate, and nitrite) in field enclosures and found no significant mortality either. Ortiz-Santaliestra et al. (2007, 2011) found no lethal effects of ammonium nitrate (NO₃NH₄) at 45.2 mg N–NH₄⁺/L on Triturus pygmaeus and Chioglossa lusitanica embryos. Even when nitrite, a more toxic form than nitrate or ammonium, has been used as nitrogen source, little effects on embryonic mortality have been reported. Griffis-Kyle (2005) exposed *A. tigrinum* tigrinum eggs to nitrate concentrations between 0 and 6.1 mg N–NO₂⁻/L, and he
observed no effects during the embryonic stage, with hatching rates always ~86%; however, exposure as embryos significantly reduced larval survival, demonstrating a delayed effect on mortality.

Sublethal effects of inorganic nitrogen on urodele embryos have been reported more often than lethal effects. Ortiz-Santaliestra et al. (2007) observed that ammonium nitrate at 45.2 mg N–NH₄+ /L reduced length and developmental stage at hatching of Triturus pygmaeus. Meredith and Whiteman (2008) showed that the higher nitrate concentrations they used (300–500 mg N–NO₃⁻ /L) delayed hatching of A. mexicanum larvae. Ortiz et al. (2004) exposed Pleurodeles waltl to 45.2 mg N–NH₄+ /L as ammonium nitrate for 15 d, from embryos to early larval stages; the fertilizer reduced the growth rates of individuals, although whether this effect occurred during the embryonic or during the larval exposure could not be elucidated. Similar results have been obtained when analyzing the sublethal effects of nitrite on urodele embryos. Griffis-Kyle (2007) observed that nitrite increased A. tigrinum hatching asynchrony by delaying hatching at concentrations ~2 mg N–NO₂⁻ /L and accelerated hatching at concentrations above that level. Developmental stage and length at hatching of A. tigrinum also were negatively affected by nitrite levels up to 6.1 mg N–NO₂⁻ /L (Griffis-Kyle, 2007).

Our objectives were to test the effects of ammonium nitrate, one of the most commonly used fertilizers worldwide, at concentrations found in areas of high fertilizer use on survival, growth, and development of Iberian newt (Lissotriton boscai). Lissotriton boscai may be especially sensitive to aquatic nitrogen pollution because it is primarily aquatic, and it has become rare in areas of intense agricultural activity in Spain and Portugal (Diaz-Paniagua, 2009), both of which suggest that it has high sensitivity to certain agrochemicals. In addition, inorganic nitrogen is toxic to adult L. boscai during their terrestrial life (Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2005), and it changes their reproductive behavior by shortening the duration of male’s tail-fanning movements and by decreasing female responsiveness during courtship (Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2009).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The embryos tested in the experiment were laid by females collected from a natural area and kept in captivity for a few days. Ten L. boscai gravid females were collected in March 2004 from a pond in Miranda del Castañar (Salamanca, Spain: 40u299120N, 5u599390W; datum WGS84) in the low part of a mountain valley covered by oak (Quercus spp.) and chestnut (Castanea spp.) trees with a humid Mediterranean climate. Nitrate and ammonium levels were measured at the moment of newt collection by titration methods (tests Visocolor ECO 931041 and 931008, respectively; Macherey-Nagel H, Duren, Germany). Nitrate concentrations varied from 1.7 to 2.3 mg N–NO₃⁻ /L, whereas ammonium varied from 0.2 to 0.4 mg N–NH₄⁺ /L. We used newts from this pool because the low nitrogen levels permitted us to avoid possible phenomena of local adaptation by individuals to excessive inorganic nitrogen. Gravid females were recognized by observing the formed eggs through the skin in the inguinal region. The average mass of females was 1.75 g (range, 1.22–2.27 g) and the average snout–vent length (SVL) was 38.7 mm (range, 36.6–40.3 mm). The females were transported to the laboratory and placed individually in aquaria with 3 L of water that was filtered with activated carbon. Air temperature in the laboratory was kept at 20 6 1uC, and windows provided exposure to the natural photoperiod. Newts were kept in the aquaria for 3 d, during which they were fed daily with frozen chironomid larvae (MBF Bvba, Essen, Belgium). Every day, we collected the eggs that were laid. We did not find any relationship between female’s mass and number of eggs laid, although given the short period during which newts were kept in the laboratory, this does not necessarily represent what would happen if we had considered the whole reproductive period.

The experiments were performed in 12 aquaria containing 0.5 L of water filtered with activated carbon to remove nitrate, ammonium, and chloride. In each aquarium, we placed five eggs that had been laid by different females and that were selected randomly to remove female-related biases. Experimental aquaria were randomly assigned
to a nominal concentration of ammonium nitrate (0, 11.3, or 45.2 mg N–NH₄⁺/L). The lowest concentration was selected from the nitrate legal maximum allowed for drinking waters (European Council, 1998). The highest concentration was selected in accordance with nitrogen concentrations measured in amphibian-inhabited ponds from central Spain that are influenced by agricultural runoff (Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2010). Thus, every treatment was replicated four times. To monitor correctly the hatching times, the replication system in every treatment was designed as follows: one replicate contained eggs laid during the first day after the collection of the females, one replicate contained eggs laid during the second day, and two replicates contained eggs laid during the third day. Therefore, the exposure always began within the first 24 h after egg deposition. The experiment lasted for 20 d, the time necessary for all the surviving embryos to hatch.

We prepared a stock solution with ammonium nitrate salt (99% pure; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and pipetted the corresponding volumes of this solution into the experimental tanks to obtain the nominal concentrations of ammonium nitrate. To minimize the variations in nitrogen levels, we used a static renewal design with 100% of water renewal and readjustment of ammonium nitrate concentrations every day. At days 10 and 20 of the experiment, before changing the water, we analyzed ammonium and nitrate levels in all the aquaria by titration (tests Visocolor ECO 931041 and 931008, respectively; Macherey-Nagel). Nitrate concentrations (±1 SE) by treatment were 0.3 ± 0.1, 10.0 ± 0.1, and 42.3 ± 0.3 mg N–NO₃⁻²/L. Ammonium concentrations (±1 SE) by treatment were 0.2 ± 0.1, 9.5 ± 0.2, and 41.4 ± 0.1 mg N–NH₄⁺/L. Water pH was monitored daily with a pH meter (Hanna HI-8314Nt; Hanna Instruments, Eibar, Spain). Water pH throughout the experiment varied between 7.20 and 7.40, and no significant variations among experimental aquaria were found (analysis of variance [ANOVA]: F₂,₉ = 0.268, P = 0.771).

We checked the aquaria daily and noted the number of dead embryos. We calculated mortality rate as the number of dead embryos at the end of the experiment, when all the survivors had hatched, divided by the initial number of individuals. Within the first 24 h after hatching, we measured the total length (mouth to tail tip) of every hatching with a digital caliper (ACHA 17 264 (d = 0.01 mm; ACHA, Eibar, Spain) and recorded its developmental stage according to Harrison (1969). We calculated the standard deviation of the hatching time in each aquarium and used it as a hatching asynchrony index. To meet the assumptions of parametric statistics, we transformed mortality rates using arcsine of the square root. Time, length, and stage at hatching, as well as asynchrony index, were log transformed. We used arcsine of square root and logarithm transformations as recommended, respectively, for rates and for linear variables obtained from counts (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). To analyze the effects of ammonium nitrate on embryonic mortality, hatching time, and asynchrony index, we used univariate ANOVAs with the fertilizer concentration as the categorical factor. The length and the stage at hatching were analyzed with analyses of the covariance, with the transformed hatching time as a covariate. Data for all the dependent values were average values for each experimental aquarium. We used an a value of 0.05 as the significance level in all the analyses, although we considered P values between 0.05 and 0.1 as marginally significant. When results were significant, we used honestly significant difference (HSD) Tukey post-hoc tests to control for multiple pairwise comparisons. For all statistical analyses, we used SPSS 11.5 for Windows software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

**RESULTS**

Mean mortality rates (±1 SE) were 5.0 ± 5.0% among controls, 11.2 ± 6.6% at 11.3 mg N–NH₄⁺/L, and 20.0 ± 8.2% at 45.2 mg N–NH₄⁺/L. In spite of this slight increase of mortality as the concentration of ammonium nitrate increased (Fig. 1), the ANOVA did not show any statistically significant effect of the fertilizer on embryonic mortality (Table 1).

The effects of ammonium nitrate on hatching time and hatching asynchrony did not vary significantly by concentration (Ta-
FIG. 1.—Mortality rates (±1 SE) of \textit{Lissotriton boscai} embryos exposed to different concentrations of ammonium nitrate. Dotted line with black squares corresponds to controls (0 mg N–NH₄⁺/L), dashed line with open circles to 11.3 mg N–NH₄⁺/L, and continuous line with asterisks to 45.2 mg N–NH₄⁺/L. No significant differences among treatments were detected.

Table 1). However, there was a trend in which embryos exposed to the lower ammonium nitrate concentration hatched, on average, 1.3 d earlier than controls, whereas those exposed to the higher concentration hatched 1.7 d later than controls (Fig. 2a). Likewise, mean hatching asynchrony tended to be greater in control individuals, with an asynchrony index greater than 3 d, than in ammonium nitrate-treated embryos, with an asynchrony index lower than 3 d (Fig. 2b).

The mean developmental stage at which embryos exposed to 11.3 mg N–NH₄⁺/L hatched tended to be lower than that shown

| Table 1.—Results of statistical analyses to test the effects of ammonium nitrate (NO₃NH₄) on mortality and hatching variables of \textit{Lissotriton boscai} embryos. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Variable | Source of variation | Sum of squares | df | F | P |
| Mortality | NO₃NH₄ | 0.1653 | 2 | 1.134 | 0.364 |
| Error | | 0.6558 | 9 | | |
| Hatching time | NO₃NH₄ | 0.0242 | 2 | 1.430 | 0.289 |
| Error | | 0.0761 | 9 | | |
| Hatching asynchrony | NO₃NH₄ | 0.0122 | 2 | 0.129 | 0.881 |
| Error | | 0.4244 | 9 | | |
| Stage at hatching | Hatching time | 0.0004 | 1 | 18.383 | 0.003 |
| NO₃NH₄ | 0.0002 | 2 | 3.286 | 0.091 |
| Error | | 0.0002 | 8 | | |
| Length at hatching | Hatching time | 0.0002 | 1 | 0.651 | 0.453 |
| NO₃NH₄ | 0.0042 | 2 | 6.099 | 0.025 |
| Error | | 0.0028 | 8 | | |

\(a\) According to the repeated measures analysis of the variance.

\(b\) According to the univariate analysis of the variance.

\(c\) According to the univariate analysis of the covariance.

\(d\) Covariate.
FIG. 2.—Mean (±1 SE) values per ammonium nitrate treatment of the hatching variables measured in *Lissotriton boscai*. (a) Hatching time. (b) Hatching asynchrony. (c) Developmental stage at hatching according to Harrison (1969). (d) Length at hatching.

by both controls and by embryos exposed to the highest ammonium nitrate concentration (Fig. 2c). In spite of these differences, the effect of ammonium nitrate on developmental stage at hatching was only marginally significant when hatching time was taken into account as a covariate (Table 1).

Finally, exposure to ammonium nitrate compromised embryonic growth, causing a smaller size of hatchlings (Fig. 2d). The HSD Tukey post-hoc tests revealed that when hatching time was taken into account as a covariate, the length at hatching was significantly reduced with respect to the controls only at the higher ammonium concentration, with the hatchlings exposed to this level being 9.6% smaller than the controls (control vs. 11.3 mg N–NH₄⁺/L: P ≤ 0.092; control vs. 45.2 mg N–NH₄⁺/L: P ≤ 0.019).

**DISCUSSION**

Ammonium nitrate at concentrations up to 45.2 mg N–NH₄⁺/L did not cause lethal effects on *L. boscai* embryos. A few studies have analyzed the effects of ammonium nitrate on amphibian embryos. Contrary to our results, Schuytema and Nebeker (1999a) reported 80% mortality of *Pseudacris regilla* embryos exposed to 50.9 mg N–NH₄⁺/L after 4 d, and 53% mortality of *Xenopus laevis* after 5 d of exposure to the same concentration. The *L. boscai* embryos that we tested were clearly more tolerant, with a mortality of only 20% at a concentration slightly below that used by Schuytema and Nebeker (1999a). In another paper, Schuytema and Nebeker (1999b) reported a 100% mortality of *Rana aurora* embryos after 4 d of exposure to concentrations $>105$ mg N–NH₄⁺/L as ammonium nitrate, although this result is not directly comparable with ours because of the very different levels of nitrate used. Working in field enclosures that were experimentally fertilized with ammonium nitrate, Griffis-Kyle and Ritchie (2007) found a nonsignificant trend for declining hatching rates of *Lithobates sylvaticus* with increased ammonium concentrations. In agreement with our findings, Puglis and Boone (2007) did not find any
effect of 11.3 mg N–NH$_4^+$/L on the mortality rate of *Lithobates catesbeianus*. Regarding studies with embryonic urodeles, no lethal effects of ammonium nitrate at 45.2 mg N–NH$_4^+$/L were reported for embryos of *T. pygmaeus* (Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2007) and *C. lusitanica* (Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2011). In line with these results, which point to a high tolerance of urodele embryos to ammonium nitrate, Griffis-Kyle and Ritchie (2007) reported no effects of ammonium nitrate fertilization on *A. tigrinum* hatching.

Other sources of inorganic nitrogen have provided different results in terms of embryonic sensitivity. For example, sodium nitrate produced complete mortality in *P. regilla* embryos after 4 d of exposure at 2716 mg N–NO$_3^–$/L and in *X. laevis* embryos exposed for 5 d at 979.2 mg N–NO$_3^–$/L (Schuytema and Nebeker, 1999a). These lethal concentrations, however, are far above the concentrations that exist in the field. More environmentally realistic concentrations (up to 9.03 mg N–NO$_3^–$/L) had no effect on mortality rate of embryos of *Lithobates sylvaticus*, *A. jeffersonianum*, *A. maculatum*, and *Bufo americanus* (Laposata and Dunson, 1998). Meredith and Whitemann (2008) exposed embryos of *A. mexicanum*, *Hyla chrysoscelis*, and *Lithobates clamitans* to sodium nitrate levels as high as 500 mg N–NO$_3^–$/L and reported no significant effects on survival.

This lack of lethal effects at concentrations of nitrate found in areas of high agricultural intensity, or at levels even higher such as those used by Meredith and Whitemann (2008), supports the conclusion that the toxicity of ammonium nitrate is attributable to ammonium rather than to nitrate (e.g., Schuytema and Nebeker, 1999a). In the water, total ammonium occurs in two forms: the less toxic ionized form (NH$_4^+$) and the very toxic un-ionized ammonia (NH$_3$), the most toxic form of inorganic nitrogen. Basic pH, high temperatures, and low levels of dissolved oxygen are the main factors contributing to increased proportions of NH$_3$ (Bower and Bidwell, 1978) and therefore to increased toxicity of ammonium nitrate. In our experiments, pH values were neutral, temperature was maintained at approximately 20°C, and dissolved oxygen was not expected to drop because the water was changed daily and the density of embryos in the aquaria was low. From the experimental conditions, we could expect a low proportion of un-ionized ammonia, which would agree with the low toxicity of ammonium nitrate in terms of mortality reported in the present study.

Although ammonium nitrate did not cause lethal effects, it was associated with shorter *L. boscai* hatchlings. Schuytema and Nebeker (1999a) also observed a negative effect on the size of *P. regilla* (10-day test) and *X. laevis* (5-day test) embryos exposed to 6.9 mg N–NH$_4^+$/L. Likewise, Ortiz-Santaliestra et al. (2007) found that ammonium nitrate at a concentration of 45.2 mg N–NH$_4^+$/L reduced not only length but also the developmental stage at hatching in *T. pygmaeus*.

Exposure to ammonium nitrate may compromise the energy budget by forcing organisms to spend an extra amount of energy in detoxification (Wright and Wright, 1996), which may reduce growth and development. A reduced hatching size may result in decreased survival during the larval stage (e.g., Semlitsch and Gibbons, 1990). Smaller hatchlings may suffer increased risk of predation (Caldwell et al., 1980), be less efficient than larger hatchlings in the search for food (Steinwascher, 1979), and take longer to reach metamorphosis (Griffis-Kyle, 2007; Marco and Blaustein, 1999).

Although environmentally relevant concentrations of ammonium nitrate did not compromise directly *L. boscai* embryonic survival, sublethal effects such as the ammonium nitrate-related reduction of growth rate, might compromise the animals’ ability to deal with natural stressors, thereby reducing their probabilities of survival in natural environments.
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